OPEN RANGE

Q: What is the Open Range salary structure?
A: The Open Range was first introduced in the CTA contract ratified April 10, 2012.

Instructional Open Range Schedule

The OCPS Administrative and Classified structures are also open ranges. There are no predetermined future salaries based on years of experience. This was part of the district's strategy to comply with the Student Success Act and be able to treat all of our teachers equitably.

Q: How will my pay be slotted in the “Open Range?”
A: All teachers were moved to the Open Range in conjunction with the 2013-14 salary increase. You will remain at the new salary until the next negotiated salary increase. Being on the Open Range does not impact your salary.

Q: How will new teachers be placed on the “Open Range?”
A: Currently new teachers will be placed at the same salary as teachers with the same years of experience, but without the performance add-on.

Q: What do the four Tiers mean?
A: Salary ranges typically have minimum, midpoints, and maximum ranges, as well as first, second, third and fourth quartiles. This open range has four overlapping tiers.

Future use of tiers could be placement of hard-to-fill jobs, initiate a master teacher program, etc., all of which would have to be bargained. The previous bargaining team discussed acceleration through the tiers based on performance.

Q: Why is there a salary overlap in the tiers?
A: It is not uncommon to have overlapping salary ranges and we didn’t want to limit any ideas for deciding how the tiers could be utilized. Decisions how the tiers will be used will be bargained with the CTA.

Q: How do I move through an Open Range schedule?
A: Teachers will move through the range based on previous years’ performance or a combination of performance and ATB (across the board - % or flat amount) increases.

Q: Why have an Open Range?
A: Having implied future increases limited what the district could do financially and remain in compliance with Florida law.

http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2011/0736/BillText/er/PDF

The district will not have to maintain both a grandfathered schedule and a performance salary schedule. Because the grandfathered schedule is the performance schedule and all teachers are on it, no one has to “move” to the performance schedule, so no teacher has to give up PSC.